
Expected Value
Playing the Lottery….hmm….



Calculate the utility function for this distribution:

x 12 14 16 18 20

$ 7 1 3 4 6

P(x) 0.05 0.3 0.15 0.25 0.25

$*P(x) 0.35 0.3 0.45 1 1.5

𝐸(𝑋) =$𝑥 × 𝑃(𝑥)
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Probability Distribution

= $0.35 + $0.3 + $0.45 + $1 + $1.5

= $3.6 On average, you will expect 
to make $3.60 payout with 
this distribution.



Why does Las Vegas 
look like this?





x Lose Win

$ 0 350

P(x) 0.9737 0.0263

$*P(x) 0 9.21

$10 roulette bet on a single space

𝐸(𝑋) =$𝑥 × 𝑃(𝑥)

= $9.21



x Lose Win

$ 0 10

P(x) 0.5264 0.4736

$*P(x) 0 4.74

$10 roulette bet on a red/black/even/odd

𝐸(𝑋) =$𝑥 × 𝑃(𝑥)

= $4.74



x Lose Win

$ 0 20

P(x) 0.6842 0.3158

$*P(x) 0 6.32

$10 roulette bet on a dozen

𝐸(𝑋) =$𝑥 × 𝑃(𝑥)

= $6.32



Why do 
governments 
run lotteries?



X $5 (Under $20) Over $20

P(x) 1 0.319

x * P(x) $5 $6.38

E(x) = $11.38



“People play the lottery all the time 
unaware of how mind-bogglingly difficult it 
is to win. It seems like they take a different 
approach to probabilities. Their rationale 
must be, “Well, I can either win it or not 
win it, so my odds of winning are 50/50.”





If the Expected 
Value is $0.72… 

then…. 
hmmmm…….



Pg 79 “The first rule when making decisions about 
randomness is that events of extremely small 
probability should generally be ignored. This is a 
very simple rule that most people do not follow.”

“To put it in context, you are over 1,000 times more 
likely to die in a car crash in the next year. In fact, 
you are more likely to die in a car crash on the way 
tot eh store to buy your lottery ticket, than you are 
to win the lottery. Indeed, if you bought one lottery 
ticket a week, on average you would win the 
jackpot less than once every 250,000 years.”

“It may be true that someone is going to win the 
lottery jackpot this week, but let me assure you: 
that someone will not be you.”



I guess I think of lotteries as a 
tax on the mathematically 

challenged.

Lottery: A tax on people who are 
bad at math.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UCCyeJy00HE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UCCyeJy00HE


Chapter 21: 
Intuitions vs. Formulas

Humans, especially 
experts, believe that 
they can overrule the 
formula because they 

have additional  
information. They are 

wrong. 
Formulas are 

more 
accurate.



Problem 1: Which do you choose?
a) Get $900 for sure
b) 90% chance to get $1,000

Problem 2: Which do you choose?
a) Lose $900 for sure
b) 90% chance to lose $1,000
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a) Get $900 for sure
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a) Lose $900 for sure
b) 90% chance to lose $1,000

Majority

Majority





A: 61% chance to win $520,000 
or

B: 63% chance to win $500,000

C: 98% chance to win $520,000 
or

D: 100% chance to win $500,000
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61% chance to win $520,000 

63% chance to win $500,000

$317,200

$315,000



98% chance to win $520,000 

100% chance to win $500,000

$509,600

$500,000



The problem 
occurs when we try 
to determine who 
is lying and who is 
telling the truth.


